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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AfD</td>
<td>Alternative for Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVMSD</td>
<td>Audiovisual Media Services Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BfJ</td>
<td>Federal Office of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BKA</td>
<td>Federal Criminal Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMJV</td>
<td>Federal Ministry for Justice and Consumer Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>civil society organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSA</td>
<td>Digital Services Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD</td>
<td>E-Commerce Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GÄNDG</td>
<td>Network Enforcement Act Amendment Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRH</td>
<td>Law Against Right-Wing Extremism and Hate Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetzDG</td>
<td>Network Enforcement Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSSR</td>
<td>new school speech regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StGB</td>
<td>Criminal Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMG</td>
<td>Telemedia Act</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

Germany’s 2017 NetzDG law is an example of ‘new school speech regulation’ (Balkin, 2014), which restricts speech by coercing intermediaries into censoring users, rather than coercing speakers directly. It is the first such measure which specifically targets hate speech on social media, by requiring large platforms to operate complaints procedures which ensure illegal content is rapidly removed. Numerous other countries have since adopted similar regulations. This paper takes NetzDG as a case study to evaluate the effectiveness of this regulatory model.

A review of relevant empirical literature shows that many features of social media platforms actively promote hate speech. Key factors include algorithmic recommendations, which frequently promote hateful ideologies; social affordances which let users encourage or disseminate hate speech by others; anonymous, impersonal environments; and the absence of media ‘gatekeepers’. In mandating faster content deletion, NetzDG only addresses the last of these, ignoring other relevant factors. Moreover, reliance on individual user complaints to trigger platforms’ obligations means hate speech will often escape deletion. Interviews with relevant civil society organisations (CSOs) confirm these flaws of the NetzDG model. From their perspectives, NetzDG has had little impact on the prevalence or visibility of online hate speech, and its reporting mechanisms fail to help affected communities.

NetzDG represents an incremental, narrow approach to a complex sociotechnical problem which requires more fundamental regulatory reform. In this regard, it shows the limitations of censorship-based new school speech regulation. Rules prescribing censorship of narrowly-defined content categories are ill-suited to large-scale, networked, algorithmically-curated social media, where other governance mechanisms influence user behaviour more than content deletion. The paper advocates a more systemic and preventive regulatory approach. Platforms should be required to take public interest considerations into account in all design and governance processes, aiming to shape platform environments to actively discourage users from posting or viewing hate speech, rather than simply deleting it afterwards.
1. Introduction

In recent years, Germany has experienced rising far-right terrorism, electoral successes by the far-right AfD party, the discovery of extremist networks within the military and police, and record hate crime figures (Koehler, 2018; Connolly, 2020, 2021). Extremism and hateful ideologies pose serious threats. In Germany and elsewhere, hate speech and other harmful social media content have become a particular focus of academic and political debates.

Balkin (2014) observes that governments increasingly seek to address such issues through what he terms ‘new school speech regulation’ (NSSR). Scale, decentralisation, anonymity and international reach mean ‘old-school regulation’ of online communication – targeting speakers directly – is often infeasible. However, essential digital infrastructure is controlled by powerful private intermediaries – like social media companies – which governments can conscript into regulating users.

This paper investigates whether the predominant model of NSSR, which mandates deletion of unlawful content, effectively prevents hate speech on social media. Social media represent a distinctive media environment, raising distinct policy considerations. Empirical literature shows that platform features often actively promote hateful content and ideologies, or facilitate their dissemination. A large body of legal literature has analysed social media governance; however, this scholarship has focused particularly on free speech, transparency, and platform accountability. The effectiveness of different regulatory models in preventing hate speech has been comparatively under-explored.

To address this, I use Germany’s 2017 Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz (NetzDG) as a case study to evaluate the effectiveness of NSSR in this context. I conclude that NetzDG’s ‘old-fashioned’ NSSR strategy, with legalistic rules mandating deletion of specified content categories, is profoundly unsuited to regulating contemporary social media, which influence user behaviour – including hate speech – through many mechanisms other than content deletion.

This contributes new insights to the literature on NetzDG. Compared to its much-debated free speech implications, surprisingly little research evaluates NetzDG’s effectiveness against hate speech. One reason is the lack of accessible quantitative data (Tworek and Leerssen, 2019). This paper takes an alternative, qualitative approach. As well as drawing on existing empirical research to inform my analysis of NetzDG’s regulatory strategy, I investigate how its effects are perceived
by CSOs representing affected communities. This paper also contributes to the wider literature on social media regulation. I offer some generalisable insights into the flaws of a globally-influential regulatory model, and recommendations which could inform future national and EU regulations.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews empirical literature on the causes and dynamics of hate speech on social media. Section 3 discusses legal scholarship on social media regulation, including Balkin’s NSSR theory. Section 4 presents NetzDG as a case study of NSSR. Section 5 evaluates how effectively NetzDG addresses factors known to drive online hate speech, informed by my expert interviews. Finally, section 6 discusses key findings and offers policy recommendations. I argue that future regulations should – unlike NetzDG – take a systemic and preventive approach, considering the whole sociotechnical environment in which hate speech emerges.

2. Hate speech

a. Definitions

Definitions of hate speech vary widely. Reviewing definitions from several legal systems, Sellars (2016) identifies eight characteristic elements. These include causing or intending harm, and inciting discrimination or violence, but the most essential element is targeting someone based on membership in a protected group. These groups typically include core personal identity characteristics associated with discrimination, such as race, religion and gender. Hate speech is not a purely objective category, but is used rhetorically, to condemn alleged violations of social norms (Gagliardone, 2019; Udupa and Pohjonen, 2019). Post (2009) highlights that speech following elite civility norms is rarely considered hate speech, even if factually likely to encourage discrimination or violence. This does not mean the term, or the norms it enforces, are without value. However, it should be remembered when assessing policies like NetzDG that legal definitions of hate speech do not cover all discriminatory or hate-promoting speech.

In Germany, §130(1) of the criminal code (StGB) criminalises insults violating human dignity and incitement of hatred or violence based on nationality, race, religion or ethnicity. Notably, this excludes commonly-protected characteristics like gender and sexuality. However, §130(1) is best regarded as a subcategory of Germany’s legal provision for hate speech. Other criminal speech acts, such as inciting or threatening a crime (§111 and §241 StGB), would also frequently fall within
Sellars’ multifactorial definition, if they targeted protected groups. Hate speech is widely discussed in German media and politics in this broader sense (Gollatz and Jenner, 2018).

The Bundeskriminalamt’s (BKA) hate crime statistics use a broad definition¹: crimes motivated by prejudice against nationality, ethnicity, skin colour, religion, social status, disability, gender, sexuality, or appearance (BKA, 2020b). For present purposes, any criminal speech act² meeting this motivation-based definition will be regarded as hate speech. This definition is broad enough to enable consideration of the social harms caused by hate speech; at the same time, by only including criminal speech, it aligns with the policy goals of NetzDG, which does not aim to comprehensively regulate any kind of harmful online discourse but only to strengthen the enforcement of specified criminal law provisions. As noted, not all harmful and discriminatory speech is criminal. However, from a policy perspective, non-criminal but discriminatory speech remains relevant as part of the social context in which hate speech occurs.

The vast majority of Germany’s recorded hate crimes are racist (BKA, 2020a), and anti-migrant hate speech was a key motivation behind NetzDG. In academic literature, racist and far-right online hate speech appear particularly well-studied – probably because they often involve organised networks (Daniels, 2018; Lewis, 2019). Racist hate speech is therefore a particular focus of this paper. This should not be taken to downplay the presence or seriousness of hate speech against other groups. For example, female public figures frequently experience gender-based online harassment, including potentially criminal threats and privacy violations which could meet the above definition (Abé et al., 2021). Incidents recorded as hate crimes may not reflect the full spectrum of hate speech happening in Germany.

b. Hate speech on social media

i. Prevalence and consequences

Evidence on the overall prevalence of hate speech on social media is mixed. Based on random sampling, Facebook (2021b) estimates that 0.05% of viewed posts contain hate speech. Academic estimates are similarly low (Siegel, 2020). However, surveys in Germany and elsewhere find most users have encountered hate speech (Landesanstalt für Medien NRW, 2018; Reinemann et al.,

¹ This definition exists for statistical purposes and does not have legal force. However, it is useful in providing a list of identity characteristics considered relevant in this context in Germany.
² Appendix III provides a list of speech-based offences covered by NetzDG.
probably because it is often widely distributed (Kümperl and Rieger, 2019; Siegel, 2020). Facebook’s views-based prevalence estimate takes distribution into account. However, 0.1-11% of a vast number – Facebook has 1.84 billion daily users (Facebook, 2021a) – is in any case substantial. Moreover, aggregated prevalence across a platform does not capture distribution of risk, which may disproportionately affect certain groups (Ananny, 2019).

Online hate speech harms victims emotionally and materially (Gerstenfeld, 2017). Although free expression and hate speech regulation are often framed as contradictory, hate speech limits free expression (Citron, 2014; Douek, 2021): there is evidence that victims respond by withdrawing from discussions (Barnidge et al., 2019; Geschke et al., 2019; Stark and Stegmann, 2020) and/or self-censoring (Duguay et al., 2020). Women and minorities in public life (e.g. journalists, politicians) are particularly affected (Lamensch, 2021). Hate speech also affects non-targeted groups, increasing prejudices (Sorel et al., 2017). Anecdotally, many violent extremists have been influenced by online hate (Daniels, 2018). Some evidence suggests a more general link: Müller and Schwarz (2018) find an apparent causal association between Facebook access and anti-refugee violence in German municipalities.

ii. Causes and dynamics

Empirical literature shows that many platform features actively encourage hate speech. Algorithmic recommendations have attracted particular criticism. Many authors suggest that engagement-maximising algorithms systematically favour content provoking strong reactions, including hate and extremism (Vaidhyanathan, 2018; Whittaker et al., 2021; for a recent illustration see Hagey and Horwitz, 2021). There is some evidence for this claim. A leaked internal Facebook study from 2016 revealed that over one-third of Germany’s large political groups promoted hate speech, and 64% of users joining were prompted by Facebook’s recommendations (Horwitz and Seetharaman, 2020). German YouTube recommends progressively further-right videos to users watching right-wing content (Rauchfleisch and Kaiser, 2020).

However, Lewis (2020) warns against focusing exclusively on recommendations; other platform features and affordances also contribute. This has been documented in detailed studies on Reddit (Massanari, 2017), YouTube (Munger and Phillips, 2020), Instagram, Vine and Tinder (Duguay et al., 2020). Impersonal, sometimes anonymous environments reinforce in-group/out-group identities, encouraging prejudice (Keum and Miller, 2018; Stark and Stegmann, 2020), and may
encourage aggression by reducing inhibitions (Barak, 2005; Keum and Miller, 2018). Social media bypass traditional media gatekeepers, enabling extremists to present themselves on favourable terms (Klein, 2012; Rauchfleisch and Kaiser, 2020). On the ‘demand side’, without gatekeepers, prejudiced users can easily access hate content (Hosseinmardi et al., 2020); this demand creates and financially supports a supply (Munger and Phillips, 2020).

Social and interactive affordances are particularly significant (Matamoros-Fernández, 2017). They can facilitate the emergence of ‘toxic technocultures’ whose social norms encourage hate speech (Massanari, 2017). In combination with algorithmic recommendations, these affordances let users encourage and disseminate hate speech without themselves posting anything illegal (Ben-David and Matamoros-Fernández, 2016). For example, liking and commenting on posts lets users increase their visibility without posting themselves, since engagement-maximising algorithms typically promote posts which are attracting activity (Leerssen, 2020). Conversely, legal posts may deliberately encourage hateful comments. An ex-Facebook employee recently criticised the promotion of ‘hate bait’ posts from right-wing media, commenting that ‘we reward them fantastically’, as high engagement leads to algorithmic promotion (Mac and Silverman, 2020).

3. Regulating social media

a. New school speech regulation

Legal scholars have theorised extensively how platforms regulate users’ speech and how states regulate this process. An influential contribution in the latter category is Balkin’s (2014) theory of ‘new school speech regulation’ (NSSR), describing state regulation which coerces intermediaries into restricting speakers instead of coercing speakers directly.

Balkin first notes the importance of communications infrastructure for the meaningful exercise of free speech. Essential digital infrastructure is controlled by large corporations, whose power to control users’ speech en masse using technological measures like filtering makes them attractive targets for regulation (Balkin, 2014). This is not unique to speech regulation, but reflects a broader trend of conscripting ‘gatekeeper’ companies as regulators (Van Loo, 2020). Balkin (2018a) describes a shift from dyadic to triadic regulation, with speakers, intermediaries and governments at the three points. Although this triadic structure could involve many different regulatory

---

3 As Balkin notes, this collapses some relevant distinctions; for an expanded version see Papaevangelou (2021).
interventions, Balkin’s conceptual focus is clearly on blocking services and removing content (hence his discussion of ‘censorship’).

Balkin is particularly concerned with NSSR’s implications for free speech. Alongside state co-option of private power, he identifies two concerning features. First, collateral censorship: if intermediaries are liable for users’ speech (a common NSSR tactic), their incentive is to over-censor to minimise liability risks. Second, digital prior restraint: intermediaries often prevent speech \textit{ex ante} rather than sanctioning it afterwards. NSSR can also operate through soft power, as when the US government encouraged WikiLeaks’ cloud provider, domain name registry and payment processors to block them (Balkin, 2014). Such extra-legal regulation raises particular free speech concerns (Leerssen, 2015).

Balkin (2014) simply lists social media alongside other intermediaries. In later work, he addresses their distinctive regulatory considerations (Balkin, 2016, 2018a, 2018c, 2020). However, he focuses primarily on restraining private power, rather than on implementing state speech regulation. Balkin does not argue that NSSR is never justified, or that platforms should not ban hate speech. Indeed, as US law prevents the government from doing this (Sellars, 2016), he considers its necessity an argument against publicly-provided social media (Balkin, 2020). However, Balkin has not examined in detail how – where NSSR targeting social media is justified – it can be implemented effectively.

\textbf{b. Limitations of NSSR}

As noted above, Balkin’s account of NSSR focuses primarily on regulations mandating censorship. Examples of NSSR targeting social media, like NetzDG, the French \textit{loi Avia} and the Austrian \textit{Kommunikationsplattformenengesetz}, also take a censorship-focused approach, by mandating faster and more comprehensive moderation (deletion) of illegal content.

Empirical literature indicates that moderation helps reduce hate speech – up to a point. Hate speech is facilitated by bypassing traditional media gatekeepers (Klein, 2012; Hosseinmardi et al., 2020); deleting hate content essentially reintroduces gatekeeping. Affected users can switch accounts or platforms, but not all do so, and those who do lose followers and visibility (Berger and Perez, 2016; Fielitz et al., 2020). Users determined to find or share hate speech can generally manage to. However, barriers to access deprive extremists of ‘two key resources: reach and attention’ (Fielitz
et al., 2020, p54), making it harder to organise, access financial resources, and reach beyond existing supporters.

However, NSSR mandating moderation has three major limitations. First, this evidence in support of content moderation examines its effects on users and content which are actually banned – but only a portion of hate speech is\(^4\). Current moderation practices rely on a combination of automated content recognition and user reporting. Neither is reliable enough to be an adequate solution; both produce frequent false negatives (overlooking hate speech) and false positives (removing non-hateful content). Much hate speech goes unreported because it is seen by sympathetic audiences, or because platform affordances make reporting laborious (Crawford and Gillespie, 2016; Duguay et al., 2020). Reporting has also been used maliciously against victims of discrimination (Matamoros-Fernández, 2017; Duguay et al., 2020). Automated moderation is notoriously unreliable, particularly for complex, context-dependent categories like hate speech (Gorwa et al., 2020; Laaksonen et al., 2020). Widely-available commercial moderation software disproportionately removes speech from marginalised groups (Kayser-Bril, 2020; see also Duarte et al., 2017). Although content moderation is useful, its vulnerability to misuse and bias and its failure to catch much hate speech make it a flawed, partial solution.

Second, even if moderation were more reliable, it is not the primary and certainly not the only factor shaping user interactions. As section 2 showed, features like recommendations, interactive affordances and user cultures may make users feel comfortable behaving aggressively, prompt them to view hate speech, help them disseminate hate speech by others, and/or enable creators to profit from hateful messages. Simply removing some obvious hate content will not address these issues. These features also distinguish social media companies from the other intermediaries Balkin discusses. Unlike, say, payment processors deciding whether to serve WikiLeaks, social media platforms make complex decisions which do not reduce to binary choices between censorship and non-intervention (Douek, 2021).

Finally, if the aim is not just to condemn but to prevent criminal hate speech, measures should not focus exclusively on criminal content: they must also consider the broader ideologies and norms being promoted. Legal content may strategically encourage hate speech, or increase its visibility. Yet state-mandated censorship of ‘harmful but legal’ content raises major free speech and rule-of-

---

\(^4\) Ex-employees have estimated that Facebook deletes around 5% of hate speech (Mac and Silverman, 2020). Leaked internal documents from Facebook also provide estimates in the low single figures (Seetharaman et al., 2021).
law concerns (Harbinja et al., 2019). There are therefore normative as well as practical reasons not to rely solely on moderation. Discouraging or de-amplifying harmful content – for example, ensuring it is not recommended, or designing affordances to discourage aggressive behaviour – can be simultaneously more effective, and less restrictive of free speech (Heldt, 2019a; Bowers and Zittrain, 2020; douek, 2021).

c. Alternative approaches

In light of such considerations, scholars have considered regulatory interventions beyond censorship. For example, douek (2021) argues platforms’ regulation of users’ speech should be guided by proportionality (balancing free speech and other interests) and probability (focusing on large-scale, systemic balancing, rather than individual cases). Proportionality implies ‘remedial flexibility’, utilising non-censorship interventions like labelling, demonetisation and restricting sharing (pp26-27). State regulation should ‘institutionalize, incentivize and verify the systemic balancing of platforms’, e.g. through audits (p64).

Other scholars examine how platforms regulate users through recommendations, affordances and design, exercising ‘opinion power’ (Neuberger, 2018; Helberger, 2020) or ‘organisational control’ (Van Drunen, 2020) to shape interactions, information flows, and public opinion. Like Balkin, these scholars focus primarily on restraining private abuses of power. Helberger (2020) argues NetzDG is ‘potentially counterproductive and dangerous for democracy’ because it strengthens platforms’ unaccountable opinion power (p845). She argues regulation should strengthen transparency requirements and ‘countervailing powers’ like traditional media and civil society (p848). This would certainly be positive for media democracy generally, but it is unclear how it would achieve NetzDG’s original aim of preventing hate speech. Moreover, opinion power is not inherently undesirable: platforms selecting and organising information cannot be neutral or value-free (Cobbe and Singh, 2019). Often platforms’ opinion power appears to actively encourage hate speech – but regulations could also incentivise the opposite.

Platform design choices are a form of regulation, constraining and influencing how users communicate (Lessig, 1999; Gorwa, 2019b). Since empirical research indicates that platforms’ algorithms and other design choices significantly influence hate speech, they would seem promising areas for intervention. Citron (2014) suggests design and visual cues could counter the disinhibiting

---

5 Goldman (2021) identifies 36 types of intervention.
effects of anonymity, while Hartzog and Selinger (2015) argue that technical affordances can discourage harassment by increasing its transaction costs: for example, making it harder to search for victims' profiles. Supporting these arguments, Copland (2020) shows that ‘quarantining’ problematic Reddit forums (meaning they were not banned, but made more difficult to access) successfully reduced hate posts. Other platforms have tested design interventions. Facebook and YouTube claim to algorithmically demote ‘borderline’ content (YouTube, 2019; Rosen, 2020). Twitter and YouTube have tested behavioural prompts (another of Hartzog and Selinger’s suggestions): where automated classification flags a draft comment, users can still post it, but are informed it may be offensive and invited to reconsider (YouTube, 2020; Butler and Parella, 2021). Based on platforms’ own published results, such interventions seem promising. However, we lack independent research investigating their impact.

For interventions to be tested and implemented systematically, rather than as ad hoc voluntary measures, some form of legal regulation is necessary. Suzor et al. (2019) suggest that the non-binding UN Guiding Principles on Human Rights ground a legal responsibility for platforms to mitigate abuse and misogyny, including through design, but acknowledge that binding regulation is necessary to operationalise this responsibility. Cobbe and Singh (2019) have put forward one such proposal, arguing that platforms should be banned from operating recommendation systems for user-generated content unless they do so ‘responsibly’ and avoid recommending illegal content. This is helpful in proposing concrete regulatory solutions beyond moderation, although it does not address other design features, or provide much detail on how this general duty of responsibility could be operationalised.

4. NetzDG: a case study

a. Case selection and methodology

NetzDG was passed in 2017, and threatens large platforms with heavy fines for systematic failures to promptly remove illegal content after receiving complaints. This is a classic example of censorship-based NSSR (Balkin, 2018b; Heldt, 2019b; Haupt, 2021). It was the first NSSR measure specifically targeting hate speech on social media, and has since ‘set the international terms of engagement with online hate’ (Tworek, 2021, p121). 25 countries have passed similar legislation, often explicitly modelled on NetzDG (Mchangama and Alkiviadou, 2020). NetzDG is therefore a ‘prototypical case’ of NSSR targeting online hate, as a representative example of a widely-used
approach (Hirschl, 2005). Additionally, as the earliest such measure, it offers the best opportunity for evaluation, since other initiatives’ effects may not yet be apparent.

To assess NetzDG’s effectiveness, I take an interdisciplinary sociolegal approach, drawing on empirical research to understand how the law functions in practice (Salter and Mason, 2007; Siems, 2009). This permits a normative evaluation of its success in achieving its primary policy aim (Taekema, 2018). NetzDG does not exclusively regulate hate speech, but aims to generally strengthen law enforcement online (He, 2020). However, the explanatory memorandum and government statements identify ‘hate crime and other criminal content’ as the problem targeted (Maas, 2017). German experts universally identify hate speech as the primary motivation (Echikson and Knodt, 2018; Heldt, 2019b; Wischmeyer, 2020).

Effectively addressing hate speech has two dimensions. First, prevalence: reducing the amount of hate content hosted, by deleting it or preventing users from posting, would reduce its effects. Second, these effects ultimately depend on visibility: how many people see a post is influenced by algorithmic recommendations and by users’ social networks and interactions, in turn shaped by platform affordances. Accordingly, this paper seeks to evaluate how effectively NetzDG reduces both prevalence and visibility of hate speech. This is investigated through two linked research questions.

**RQ1: How effectively does the regulatory model typified by NetzDG address factors known to drive the negative impacts of hate speech on social media?**

This is investigated through an analysis of NetzDG’s content, informed by the above empirical literature review. This helps contextualise NetzDG’s regulatory strategy, highlighting choices to focus on certain solutions over others, and indicating some weaknesses.

However, social media platforms are complex sociotechnical systems; regulatory interventions may have unpredictable results (Helberger, 2020; Leerssen, 2020). Research should not only consider NetzDG’s regulatory strategy in the abstract, but also examine available evidence about its effects to date. Some existing studies utilise platforms’ transparency reports, but these give a very incomplete picture (see section 4(d)). Tworek and Leerssen (2019) suggest that inaccessible platform data makes any quantitative evaluation of NetzDG difficult. However, as section 2 shows,
Qualitative research has greatly improved our understanding of online hate speech. This prompts my second research question.

**RQ2: To what extent is NetzDG perceived as effective by CSOs campaigning against online hate speech?**

I interviewed seven representatives of relevant CSOs, identified using a list of German anti-hate speech civil society initiatives (Das Netz, n.d.). Interviews were semi-structured, using a standard questionnaire which used open questions to prompt reflections on NetzDG’s objectives and effects (see Appendix II). Transcripts were coded inductively and compared using MAXQDA. Appendix I includes a pseudonymised list of interviewees with interview dates. Interview transcripts remain on file with the author.

This is a purposive sample of CSOs engaging with online hate speech, and is not representative of civil society perspectives. Additionally, the qualitative research design does not permit firm conclusions about how NetzDG affects the prevalence and visibility of hate speech. However, it offers insights into the informed perspectives of experts working with affected communities (who are themselves important actors in platform governance: Gorwa, 2019a). Since scholars identify community participation as a starting point for better platform governance (Duguay et al., 2020), this usefully complements previous research using transparency reports, which centre the perspectives of platform companies.

### b. Content

In the lead-up to NetzDG’s passage, online hate speech became a major political topic in Germany, due particularly to increasing online and offline racism following 2015’s ‘refugee crisis’, as well as media discussions of hate speech and misinformation following the 2016 US elections, and concerns about similar dynamics in Germany’s 2017 federal election (Gollatz and Jenner, 2018; Schulz, 2018). As comprehensively detailed by Gorwa (2021), NetzDG was spearheaded by then-justice minister Heiko Maas following the perceived failure of a self-regulatory code negotiated with Facebook, Twitter and Google. After being proposed in March 2017, it underwent significant amendment but was passed comparatively quickly before September’s election, coming into full force from 1st January 2018 (Wischmeyer, 2020).
NetzDG applies to for-profit online platforms with over two million German users, which let users share content with others or the general public (§1(1)-(2)). Journalistic/editorial platforms, messaging services and platforms for ‘specific content’ (e.g. reviews) are excluded. Illegal content is defined according to 20 StGB provisions (see Appendix III). Any of these, if motivated by prejudice against a protected group, would qualify as hate speech under the definition adopted in section 2(a).

The key substantive provisions are §§2 and 3. §3 mandates new internal complaints-handling procedures. Platforms must offer an easily-recognisable, directly-accessible and permanently-available process for reporting illegal content. Staff handling complaints must have half-yearly training and support. Complaints-handling procedures must guarantee that:

- ‘manifestly illegal’ content is deleted or geoblocked in Germany (henceforth ‘removed’) within 24 hours
- all illegal content is removed expeditiously, generally within a week
- posters and complainants are immediately informed of decisions, with reasons
- removed content is saved for 10 weeks for potential legal investigations

Alternatively, platforms may refer removal decisions to approved self-regulatory institutions, although this option does not currently appear to be widely used (Eifert, 2020).

§2 creates new transparency obligations. All platforms receiving over 100 NetzDG complaints per year must publish a half-yearly report detailing:

- general efforts to prevent crime
- complaints-handling procedures
- number of complaints, broken down by source and grounds
- number of complaints leading to removal, within what timeframe
- information provided to posters and complainants
- organisation, staffing and training/support of complaints-handling departments
- membership of industry organisations
Under §4, breaching these obligations is a regulatory offence which can be fined up to €5 million by the Bundesamt für Justiz (BfJ), an agency within the justice ministry. Platforms based outside Germany must also designate a legal representative in Germany (§5).

NetzDG is not a criminal law, although it defines illegality by reference to the StGB. Nor does it alter platforms’ intermediary liability for user-generated content. This is defined by the EU E-Commerce Directive (ECD) and German Telemedia Act (TMG). Under Article 14 ECD, platforms become liable for hosting unlawful content only once notified, unless they ‘expeditiously’ remove it. NetzDG aims to better enforce these existing obligations by mandating new internal procedures, backed by administrative penalties (Helberger, 2020). Liability arises only where platforms do not operate generally adequate reporting and complaints-handling systems: they cannot be fined for missing removal deadlines or wrongly deciding complaints.

c. Implementation and reform

As of 2021, eight platforms meet the two-million-user threshold and are subject to §§2 and 3: Change.org, Facebook, Instagram, Jodel, Reddit, SoundCloud, TikTok, Twitter and YouTube. Compliance has generally been high (BMJV, 2020). However, Facebook has been fined twice (Klausa, 2021): for using ‘dark patterns’ (Wagner et al., 2020) to mislead users into reporting content under its community standards instead of under NetzDG, and for excluding all such complaints from its transparency reports. Several other enforcement procedures are underway against undisclosed companies for failing to appoint German representatives (Klausa, 2021).

In 2020, the government presented two reforms of NetzDG. The first, the Law Against Right-Wing Extremism and Hate Crime (GRH), aims to facilitate prosecutions regarding illegal content, complementing NetzDG’s NSSR approach with stronger old-school speech regulation. As well as substantively updating criminal law (including explicitly criminalising sexual assault threats, a ubiquitous form of misogynist hate speech: Eckert, 2018), it added a new §3a NetzDG, requiring platforms to send removed illegal content to the BKA, with the poster’s IP address. Due to privacy concerns, this was highly controversial. President Frank-Walter Steinmeier initially refused to sign the GRH due to doubts about its constitutionality. After some amendments, Steinmeier signed it

Facebook’s first report listed 886 NetzDG complaints, against over 200,000 each from Twitter and YouTube. Although Facebook was unusually obstructive in discouraging NetzDG complaints, most platforms preferentially review complaints under community standards, only then considering German law (often by a different team) if removal is not already indicated (Liesching, 2020; Eifert, 2020). This lets platforms apply common rules worldwide and use less resource-intensive decision-making procedures (Heldt, 2020; Wagner et al., 2020).
in March 2021. However, Google is currently challenging the law on constitutional rights grounds (Reuters, 2021); various CSOs and the Green Party also maintain that it is unconstitutional (Haufe, 2021; Bündnis 90/Die Grünen, 2021; Hiéramente, 2021).

The NetzDG Amendment Act (GÄNDG), promulgated in June 2021, makes four adjustments to NetzDG’s regulatory model. First, transparency obligations are expanded: reports must detail the use of automated moderation; when complaints are decided under community standards versus NetzDG; and which groups are particularly likely to post or be affected by illegal content. Second, the BfJ’s responsibilities are expanded to increase proactive compliance monitoring. Third, new procedural protections entitle posters and complainants to challenge decisions and submit disputes to BfJ-designated mediation services. Complainants must also be informed of the possibility of filing criminal complaints. Finally, to avoid conflict with the EU’s updated Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD), video-sharing platforms based outside Germany are largely exempted from NetzDG.

d. Criticisms and evaluations

NetzDG was relatively popular: a representative 2018 survey found that 67% of Germans ‘strongly approved’ (Jacobs, 2018). However, it was highly controversial academically and politically. Objections mainly fall into three categories.

First, NetzDG is widely considered incompatible with the ECD (Liesching, 2020). It is argued to undermine harmonisation (Schulz, 2018), and to violate the country-of-origin principle, that platforms are regulated in the EU country where they are headquartered (Wischmeyer, 2020; Liesching, 2020). Second, critics raised procedural concerns about the speed of NetzDG’s passage, its oversight by a non-independent ministerial department, and the possibility that it exceeds the federal government’s competence (Heidrich and Scheuch, 2017; Schulz, 2018; Tworek and Leerssen, 2019). While important, these criticisms are quite particular to Germany. As this paper aims to draw generalisable conclusions about NetzDG’s regulatory model, they are not examined in detail.

---

7 Interviews by Gorwa (2021) indicate that this was also a common view within the European Commission, and at least one Commissioner wanted to formally oppose NetzDG. However, the Commission ultimately decided not to intervene, to avoid open conflict with Germany’s government over a sensitive issue during an election year.

8 Liesching notes that the GÄNDG exempted video-sharing platforms from NetzDG to respect the AVMSD’s country-of-origin provisions, substantiating the argument that it contradicts the ECD’s similar provisions.
More relevant is the third category: claims that NetzDG disproportionately restricts free speech, by delegating legal decisions to corporations, and by encouraging ‘overblocking’ of legal content (Heidrich and Scheuch, 2017; Echikson and Knodt, 2018; Tworek and Leerssen, 2019). This second point essentially reiterates Balkin’s concerns about collateral censorship (see section 3(a)): where platforms are liable for users’ speech, they will over-censor to minimise liability risks. On these bases, NetzDG faced international criticism (Kaye, 2017) and sustained opposition from German journalists, lawyers, startups and civil society (Tworek and Leerssen, 2019).

In my view, concerns about privatising legal decisions are overstated. The scale of online platforms makes it implausible that first-instance moderation decisions could be made by state institutions (Eifert, 2018; Wischmeyer, 2020; douek, 2021). Such detailed state supervision of online communications would also raise major free speech concerns. Platforms already exercise extensive control over users’ speech for commercial purposes, often arbitrarily censoring minorities and political speech (Klonick, 2018; Cobbe, 2020; York, 2021). In this context, procedural regulations governing illegal hate speech are hardly the biggest threat to free speech (Heldt, 2019a; Wischmeyer, 2020). Indeed, the now-amended NetzDG gives posters stronger procedural safeguards than standard contractual relationships with platforms (Liesching, 2020), which typically offer no recourse against censorship (Leerssen, 2015).

How far overblocking concerns have materialised is debated. Overblocking in copyright cases has been documented extensively (Keller, 2021). Whether this applies under NetzDG remains unclear. Eifert (2018) argues collateral censorship is inapplicable, since (unlike in copyright law) platforms are only liable for systematic procedural failures, not individual illegal posts. Indeed, since §3(2)(1) requires platforms to ‘check whether the content reported in the complaint is unlawful’, systematically removing content without genuinely considering legality would arguably violate this obligation just as much as systematic under-removal. It could also violate the developing German jurisprudence on horizontal effect of constitutional rights against platforms, which has established that contractual terms authorising content moderation are to be interpreted – and potentially invalidated – in accordance with constitutional rights. Germany’s highest civil court recently held that Facebook’s terms and conditions are invalid to the extent that they strike an unfair balance between the parties’ rights and interests, including users’ rights to free expression (Bundesgerichtshof Urteil des III. Zivilsenats vom 29.7.2021). A lower court has held that Facebook’s terms do not permit arbitrary or unreasonable content moderation (Oberlandesgericht Braunschweig Urteil vom 05.02.2021).

Nonetheless, liability for systematic under-removal could plausibly create a bias towards removal in doubtful cases. Transparency reports are not detailed enough to draw firm conclusions. They indicate, broadly, that complaints are typically resolved within 24 hours and around a quarter result in removal; this has been treated as evidence both for (Liesching, 2020) and against overblocking (Eifert, 2020). A Counter Extremism Project investigation (2020) found that platforms (especially YouTube) still frequently fail to remove manifestly illegal reported content. However, there is anecdotal evidence of spurious NetzDG complaints resulting in blocking (Delcker, 2020; Shephard, 2020). Given biases in human and automated moderation (see section 3(b)), it is possible that overblocking does not happen at scale but does affect certain communities or content types.

Compared to free speech concerns, surprisingly little research examines NetzDG’s effectiveness as a policy measure. Researchers have focused primarily on the effectiveness of the transparency obligations in strengthening accountability – generally regarded as low (Heldt, 2019b; Tworek and Leerssen, 2019; Wagner et al., 2020). Yet NetzDG’s explanatory memorandum and government statements indicate that promoting transparency was secondary to the overriding aim of preventing hate speech; how effectively it achieves this deserves more attention. Plausible concerns about overblocking only make this more important. German law requires limitations of constitutional rights to be proportionate – meaning they pursue a legitimate aim, are suitable to achieve it, are the least intrusive measure available, and appropriately balance competing interests (Degenhart, 2015). NetzDG’s effectiveness against hate speech is highly relevant in assessing suitability and appropriate balancing.

A detailed analysis by Eifert (2020), commissioned by the BMJV, concluded that NetzDG’s objectives were ‘in large part achieved’. Eifert analysed transparency reports and surveyed platforms, the BfJ, legal experts and civil society (primarily legal professional associations). While he gives an authoritative account of NetzDG’s implementation, it does not support the aforementioned conclusion. Eifert notes that any effects on the prevalence and visibility of online hate speech remain uncertain, but concludes, ‘The law significantly improved the complaints-handling and public accountability of network providers in handling specified illegal content. Network providers largely implemented NetzDG’s key requirements…In this way, the aims pursued were in large part achieved’ (p151, own translation). Equating compliance with policy objectives is misleading. Improving complaints-handling procedures was not an end in itself, but a means of reducing hate speech. Eifert’s evidence does not establish that this was achieved.
Heldt (2019b, 2020), Echikson and Knodt (2018) and Tworek and Leerssen (2019) offer independent evaluations based on transparency reports. They concur that compliance is generally high, but also consider whether NetzDG effectively incentivises faster removal of hate content. The most detailed assessment is from Heldt (2019b). She concludes that reporting obligations have not extracted much useful information, but some indications suggest more hate speech is being removed. All platforms examined devoted more resources (including legal experts) to examining complaints, and handled most within 24 hours. Hate speech was the most common complaint category, suggesting these new procedures improved how it is moderated.

However, without more granular and comprehensive information, firm conclusions cannot be drawn. Transparency reports only include content reported by users, which is neither exhaustive nor representative of online hate speech. As Tworek and Leerssen (2019, p7) note, ‘it will require much more research — and greater access to data — to determine whether NetzDG is achieving its aim, and whether any benefits outweigh the harms to free speech’. The following sections aim to begin answering this question.

5. A critique of the NetzDG model

a. Scope

NetzDG’s scope is limited in two important ways. First, the two-million-user threshold may limit its impact, as people seeking or sharing hate speech can move to smaller platforms. Three interviewees considered this to seriously limit NetzDG’s effectiveness:

‘Digital violence is also happening there…it isn’t always the size of the platform.’ (Interviewee A)

‘It’s not considering smaller platforms where we know that hate is organised…What we see on the bigger networks like YouTube and Facebook and Twitter is just the execution of plans made on smaller platforms.’ (Interviewee F)

However, since compliance with NetzDG requires non-trivial investments of resources and personnel, this could be justified by avoiding heavy costs which would disadvantage smaller
companies in an already uncompetitive market (Gillespie and Aufderheide, 2020). Whether NetzDG strikes the right balance between these considerations is open to debate; arguably some kind of tiered structure with less stringent obligations for smaller platforms (as in the EU Digital Services Act (DSA)) would be more appropriate than the sharp two-million-user cut-off.

§1(1) also excludes certain platform types. Editorial/journalistic platforms are already regulated through media law, and host less user-generated content, which makes their exclusion seem reasonable. Excluding non-profit platforms can also be justified by compliance costs, while excluding messaging services seems justified on privacy grounds, and by the limited social impact of hate speech in private communications.\(^\text{10}\) However, the GÄNDG’s exclusion of video-sharing platforms (see section 4(c)) is concerning. YouTube is an important channel for far-right networks and (unlike other big platforms) enables direct monetisation of extremist content, incentivising creators to continue producing it (Lewis, 2020; Munger and Phillips, 2020).

Another important limitation is that all obligations in §§2 and 3 relate only to content violating one of the 20 listed StGB provisions (see Appendix III). Some interviewees suggested that using StGB provisions to define what is banned has enabled well-informed users to avoid moderation by staying just on the legal side. This illustrates a practical disadvantage of relying on strictly-defined categories to govern complex sociotechnical systems where user behaviour can change in response to regulation. Moreover, as section 2(b)(i) showed, legal content can encourage criminal hate speech, circulate it, and spread hateful ideologies. This calls for a more holistic approach, which also considers appropriate ways to reduce the impacts of harmful or discriminatory content which is not illegal.

Regulating how platforms treat legal content may seem intrusive into media independence and free expression. However, as section 3(c) notes, this could include interventions like downranking and content-neutral design changes which are less restrictive than censorship.\(^\text{11}\) All social media content is subject to intervention, as platforms actively construct users’ information environments for commercial purposes (Carmi, 2020; Pasquale, 2020). In this context, regulations incentivising interventions to address hate speech are not intrinsically objectionable. Indeed, leaving platforms’

---

\(^{10}\) Concerns were raised about the earlier interpretation of this provision to include Telegram, a popular messaging service which includes public ‘channels’ and is widely used by Germany’s far right (Fielitz et al., 2020, p64); this was also mentioned by interviewees. However, the BfJ now considers Telegram covered by NetzDG and is currently pursuing regulatory action against it for failing to name a German legal representative (Stenner and Reuter, 2021).

\(^{11}\) douek (2021) suggests content governance using a wider range of interventions will be more protective of free speech, as censorship can then only be used where absolutely necessary.
private opinion power unregulated is also unlikely to serve media freedom or free speech (Helberger, 2020). The question is how regulation can provide accountability without excessive state interference, and reduce the impacts of harmful speech without completely censoring it.

b. Substantive obligations

i. Overview

In this respect, a major weakness of NetzDG is immediately apparent. §2’s transparency reporting obligations and §3’s expanded moderation procedures implement a narrowly censorship-focused version of NSSR, imposing a binary approach to moderation whereby content is either illegal, and must be removed, or legal, in which case no action is required. They fail to address broader considerations around how platforms’ sociotechnical environments and design choices encourage and disseminate hate speech.

Generally, interviewees were pessimistic about NetzDG’s overall regulatory orientation. All but one interviewee saw no evident reduction in the prevalence or visibility of hate speech. Three were very critical, calling NetzDG ‘not a good idea’ (Interviewee C) or ‘a really crappy legislation’ (Interviewee A). In contrast, four were qualifiedly positive, describing it as a positive step which shows legislators take hate speech seriously. However, even interviewees with generally positive views described NetzDG as mostly symbolic, or as driven more by political pressure and PR concerns than concrete policy goals. There was a general view that platforms may ‘follow the letter of the law’ (Interviewee G), but that NetzDG has failed to achieve the systemic changes to platform governance which would effectively reduce hate speech.

ii. Transparency

Transparency obligations appear to support the effective implementation of NetzDG in the narrow sense of enforcing platform compliance. Transparency is often considered a weak form of regulation which demands little concrete change (Ananny and Crawford, 2018; Gorwa and Garton Ash, 2020). However, by combining transparency reports with substantive obligations and significant sanctions, NetzDG creates a useful enforcement tool. This is borne out by the BfJ’s enforcement action against Facebook, which was based on inadequate reporting, but also demanded substantive changes in complaints-handling practices. Wagner et al. (2020) suggest this
could discourage similar dark patterns in future, strengthening the effectiveness of NetzDG’s complaints-handling procedures.

However, it is clear from previous research and from my interviews that NetzDG reports are inadequate to assess the prevalence and visibility of hate speech, or NetzDG’s effects thereon: they lack detail, standardisation across companies, and independent oversight. Interviewee C further noted that their relevance is limited by the reliance on user reporting: they give no indications of how many people encountered hate speech but did not report it. More comprehensive transparency obligations would not only aid independent research, but would also incentivise more effective measures by platforms, by exposing them to evidence-based public criticism for failing to address hate speech\(^{12}\). This could include greater transparency regarding recommendations and other governance measures.

### iii. Complaints-handling

Platforms’ new obligations under §3 NetzDG, to quickly examine user complaints about illegal content and delete it if appropriate, may have some positive impact. As section 3(b) shows, moderating hate speech reduces its audience and the incentives to produce it (Munger and Phillips, 2020), affecting both prevalence and visibility. Germany’s intelligence service claims to have observed exactly these effects in Germany’s far-right since NetzDG’s introduction (NTV, 2019), although Tworek and Leerksen (2019) question the evidence for this claim. Although six of my interviewees thought NetzDG has not reduced the prevalence or visibility of hate speech at all, one argued that it has achieved faster removals:

’I work with a lot of international partners, and if you see the situation in other European countries, for example, I see a difference. So at least very explicit death threats or other crimes are taken down really fast in Germany, and really slow in other countries.’

(Interviewee D)

While she did not think the overall prevalence of hate content had decreased, Interviewee F agreed that takedowns were faster, which she said victims appreciated. Interviewees also highlighted some indirect positive effects, suggesting that by starting a public debate about hate speech and showing

\(^{12}\) The GÄNDG aims to address this by requiring more detailed reports, but they will still only cover content reported by users, and lack independent oversight.
political will to address it, NetzDG pressured platforms into investing more resources in moderation and hate speech prevention. These effects should not be disregarded, although it is difficult to disentangle NetzDG’s effects from other social and political factors. Platforms certainly increased their investment in moderation and expert personnel in Germany after NetzDG’s introduction (Oltermann, 2018; Heldt, 2019b).

Nonetheless, §3 has two major flaws. First, as indicated above, focusing exclusively on moderation significantly limits its effectiveness. Identifying and moderating all hateful content after it is posted is not feasible. On the other hand, factors like algorithmic recommendations, platform architecture and social/interactive affordances all influence in advance the likelihood that users will post or view hate content. Intervening at these earlier stages is therefore crucial.

However, NetzDG does not address these factors at all. To take two examples mentioned in section 2(b)(ii), it does nothing to prevent Facebook from actively recommending far-right groups, or algorithmically promoting ‘hate bait’ posts which encourage hate speech while staying just within the law. Several interviewees noted the importance of design features – especially recommendations – in spreading hate speech, and criticised their omission. Some suggested that effectively addressing hate speech would require changes to business models and the optimisation of design and algorithms for profit:

‘They are built on a system to exclude, to bring people to rage…it’s a money machine, built on racism, sexism.’ (Interviewee A)

Given the limitations of moderation as a solution, the absence of incentives to pursue other interventions means NetzDG’s effectiveness will be limited. If anything, by creating large financial incentives to focus on censoring illegal content, it may actively disincentivise platforms from expending additional resources on alternative solutions.

In particular, one interviewee argued that NetzDG’s obligations just encourage platforms to hire more lawyers and ‘policy guys’ to manage illegal content, while software engineers (a scarcer, more expensive resource) can still be directed exclusively to revenue-generating activities. He suggested design solutions would more effectively restrict hate speech, and that NetzDG’s attempt to consider content governance entirely separately from platform design and business models is unlikely to succeed:
‘The business part [of platforms] where the expertise is, where these thousand engineers are, is separated from this compliance and policy part, that seems to be more operating like a PR department, managing folks like myself. I think that is because it is less costly to hire ten policy guys…much less costly than hiring ten engineers to actually fix the problem.’
(Interviewee G)

The narrow focus on censorship is also closely connected with the scope of the law and its exclusive focus on illegal content. If censorship is the only intervention considered, free speech concerns mean it can only be mandated in strictly limited circumstances, and its impacts will necessarily be limited. A more holistic approach to platform governance, utilising other measures which could discourage hateful content without censoring it completely, could engage more effectively with the full range of factors driving online hate speech.

Moreover, §3’s moderation requirements relate exclusively to content reported by users. This further limits their practical relevance, since much hate speech goes unreported. Contrary to some assumptions, NetzDG does not mandate or encourage automated moderation (Heldt, 2019b); nor does it encourage any manual proactive detection of illegal content. Platforms’ incentives are to direct maximum resources towards handling complaints efficiently, not to search unreported content. This is substantiated by the Counter Extremism Project’s (2020) investigation, which found that Facebook ignored manifestly illegal pictures in the same album as those reported, while YouTube ignored identical videos. The absence of legal or financial incentives for proactive measures can explain this. Reporting is also easily abused to silence victims of discrimination. NetzDG complaints have frequently been used in this way (Delcker, 2020; Shephard, 2020). This is also not surprising: platforms’ incentives are to process reports quickly, rather than investigating other forms of discrimination and harassment, like coordinated malicious reporting.

In addition to these practical issues, relying on user reporting raises more fundamental concerns. As Duguay et al. (2020) show, it places the onus of dealing with hate speech on victims, which may be demanding, for example in mass coordinated harassment situations. It also promotes an individualistic understanding of hate speech, and social media use generally: users are responsible for curating their own online experiences, while platforms disclaim responsibilities to create a safe environment (Siapera and Viejo-Otero, 2021). In interviews, the burden of user reporting emerged as a central point of criticism:
‘You have only the possibility at the moment, still, to work on this yourself, if you can…which is really difficult for the victims themselves.’ (Interviewee D)

As well as criticising this fundamentally individualistic approach, interviewees highlighted specific problems with how reporting has been implemented. They criticised NetzDG for failing to prevent platforms from creating unnecessarily complicated interfaces, and for expecting users to be familiar with technical legal provisions (also criticised by Eifert, 2020):

‘It’s always long, really a lot of clicks you have to do. So it’s not a really nice user experience, it’s more like, “Don’t do it.”’ (Interviewee A)

‘It’s totally threatening, that whole way it’s done. I know it should be three clicks…no more. One, two, send. That’s what we know for how digital things are effective.’ (Interviewee C)

‘It’s a little bit frightening to see this form, and they’re asking you, “Are you really sure that this is chargeable with a criminal offence?” And I’m not an attorney!’ (Interviewee A)

As Crawford and Gillespie (2016) observe, flagging is a ‘thin’ form of participation which offers users little meaningful participation in content governance. Multiple interviewees commented that platforms remain highly intransparent, and that victims of hate speech have few avenues for meaningful communication with platforms. NetzDG allows users to express opinions on whether individual posts are criminal, but not on general moderation policies, other possible interventions, or broader changes in platform governance. Requiring platforms to invest more staff and resources in their existing content moderation systems without otherwise reforming these systems entrenches a top-down governance model where users’ views and experiences are marginal.

This is not just a problem for individual victims, but undermines the search for policy approaches which serve communities affected by hate speech. Interviewees generally considered that NetzDG’s reporting-based model was not informed by these communities’ experiences or those of civil society experts:

‘The situation for victims of digital violence didn’t change at all…they didn’t get anything to solve their situation better.’ (Interviewee D)
‘[Groups] most affected from digital violence – this NetzDG does nothing for them.’
(Interviewee A)

Overall, NetzDG makes only incremental adjustments to the model of content moderation – content flagged by users is queued for review under standardised rules – that already predominated within large commercial platforms (Klonick, 2018). As Wischmeyer (2020, p42) notes, the §3 obligations ‘are mostly common-sensical and build on the technological infrastructures which most intermediaries have already set up’. Seemingly, these pre-existing systems have substantially constrained the legislator’s imagination. NetzDG misses the opportunity to require more radical changes to how platforms govern content and user interactions, which would align these processes with the needs of people affected by hate speech.

c. Social and institutional context

In addition to these flaws in NetzDG’s regulatory strategy, interviewees highlighted aspects of the broader policy context which undermine its effectiveness. The need for better support for victims was a recurring theme. Three interviewees said police are often unhelpful:

‘We need more training for the police force, because they also don’t know what digital violence is. They always say, “Turn it off and go home, there’s nothing here.”’ (Interviewee A)

Three discussed NGOs supporting victims of hate speech, which are overstretched and underfunded. Increasing their funding was described as another overlooked but potentially effective intervention.

Another aspect was public awareness of NetzDG, and of laws around hate speech more broadly. Interviewee C suggested that many people are unaware of reporting procedures, limiting their practical relevance. Other interviewees suggested that those posting hate speech are unaware of or indifferent to potential consequences. They linked this to the lack of concrete consequences other than content deletion, and the unlikelihood of prosecutions. Despite the name ‘Network Enforcement Act’, interviewees generally considered that NetzDG has done little to actually strengthen criminal law enforcement online:
‘If something is illegal, we delete it, and then that’s it. Nothing else happens, there are no consequences for the person that posts illegal content.’ (Interviewee F)

‘Many people still don’t believe that crimes they commit online can also lead to charges.’ (Interviewee E)

Three interviewees suggested NetzDG’s moderation-focused approach may actually have made this problem worse, as rapidly removing content can make it more difficult to pursue criminal complaints. Another problem identified by two interviewees was inadequate funding and training for police and prosecutors to investigate online hate speech and offer support to victims – again, something NetzDG does not address at all\(^\text{13}\).

There was also a consensus around the need for a broader spectrum of policy interventions to tackle the overall social context that produces hate speech, rather than focusing exclusively on platform governance and speech regulation:

‘Rules and regulation are one thing, but if you don’t change the mindset of the community or of the society, you can have a thousand rules, it won’t change anything.’ (Interviewee A)

‘I think there’s a lot that society can do. Anything that’s related to what we do or what the NetzDG does is – well, criminalises things that have already been said. We are there when things are already too late.’ (Interviewee B)

This echoes the arguments made above about the limitations of moderation, and the ineffectiveness of focusing only on deleting hate content, rather than proactive prevention. The interviews suggest that a preventive approach should take a broader perspective, considering not only all available platform governance mechanisms, but also relevant policy interventions in education, criminal justice, and victim support.

6. Recommendations and future research

\(^{13}\) The GRH aims to improve enforcement by providing user data to the BKA, but has raised fundamental rights concerns: see section 4(c). It does not extend support for victims.
a. Systemic and preventive regulation

This examination of NetzDG’s content and reception by CSOs exposes the limitations of this regulatory model. As discussed in section 4(a), government statements indicate that the strategy behind NetzDG was to tackle hate speech by strengthening the enforcement of specified criminal law provisions (through mandating deletion of criminal content), rather than to address broader questions about how social media environments can facilitate harmful behaviour. Such a narrow strategy, which only requires intervention after criminal speech takes place and ignores all contextual factors leading up to it, is intrinsically limited.

That is especially the case in the social media context. There is a fundamental mismatch between NSSR mandating censorship of narrowly-defined content categories, and the complex sociotechnical environments of large-scale, networked, algorithmically-curated social media, which influence user interactions in myriad ways. Moreover, in democracies, censorship-based NSSR can only legitimately be used in very limited circumstances. Yet legal content can encourage hate speech – and all such content is already subject to extensive intervention at platforms’ discretion, through recommendations and design choices which enable, encourage or constrain certain interactions. There is no reason these private governance mechanisms should be totally unregulated; but censorship-based NSSR is not the appropriate regulatory strategy. Effectively addressing hate speech demands more creative regulatory solutions, which would incentivise companies to design their platforms and recommendation algorithms to discourage and reduce the impacts of hate speech.

NetzDG incrementally adjusts failing moderation systems, rather than demanding new approaches – even though there is extensive evidence on the nature of the problem, and many constructive proposals for effective responses. That NetzDG ignores all aspects of platform governance other than moderation – as well as broader social policy questions like education – suggests it was not based on a thorough understanding of the problem. This can partly be explained by its political context. As Gorwa (2021) shows, time constraints related to procedural requirements and Germany’s electoral timetable favoured the quick passage of a law regarded by many policymakers as flawed. This likely favoured simple, incremental changes over further-reaching reforms. Another factor could be the predominance of legal professionals in Germany’s civil service, especially the BMJV (Wegrich and Hammerschmid, 2018). NetzDG shows continuities with German legal traditions (He, 2020; Tworek, 2021), and reflects a legalistic understanding of content governance,
based on clear rules and statutory categories. Its drafters’ professional background may have favoured this approach over engineering-based solutions.

Although my analysis suggests several small reforms which could marginally increase NetzDG’s effectiveness (e.g. mandating more user-friendly reporting systems), such an incrementalist approach would be misguided. NetzDG’s regulatory model is fundamentally flawed. Effective regulation must be more systemic, considering the whole platform environment and how users interact with it instead of banning individual posts, and more preventive, proactively discouraging people from posting or viewing hate speech rather than only deleting it afterwards.

In this regard, douek’s (2021) nuanced account of NSSR – which retains Balkin’s triadic model, but argues for systemic content governance strategies including many interventions other than censorship – seems more promising. However, legislators should not only regulate ‘remedies’ for particularly harmful content (douek’s primary focus), but should also address the methods and objectives of content governance more generally. Through recommendations and technical affordances, platforms’ opinion power shapes users’ experiences, information environments, and – ultimately – behaviour. Incentivising the use of such power to actively discourage and suppress hate speech, instead of promoting it, should be the goal of regulation.

Given the complexity and diversity of platform architectures and user cultures, understanding how to achieve this is a challenge for regulators and researchers. However, while interventions in complex sociotechnical systems may not always have predictable results, they can be steered in desired directions. Currently, platforms are effectively optimised for ad impressions and profit (Cobbe, 2020). Regulation should ensure design and optimisation processes also consider public interest objectives like discouraging hate speech.

One approach would be procedural regulations requiring internalisation of public interest considerations in design and governance processes, such as mandatory risk assessments and audits. Such regulations have practical advantages over prescriptive rules (e.g. accommodating diversity between platforms) and alleviate free speech concerns raised by direct state intervention in content governance (douek, 2021). Platforms sometimes test such design changes, but these initiatives are ad hoc, intransparent and easily overridden by profit imperatives (recently illustrated by two separate investigations showing that Facebook executives overruled product changes aiming to
discourage hateful and divisive content on profit grounds: Hao, 2021 and Hagey and Horwitz, 2021). They should be systematic, transparent and obligatory, even where they affect profits.

Legislators could also more radically reform the structures of platform governance. As my interviews highlighted, profit- and engagement-based business models conflict with policies which would require platforms to de-amplify engaging content, divert expensive engineering resources from revenue-generation, and prioritise users’ interests over shareholders’. Noble (2018) argues that platforms which organise information based on profitability will never serve marginalised groups. Conversely, participation by users and marginalised communities is identified as an important starting point for effective anti-hate speech measures (Duguay et al., 2020). My analysis shows that the NetzDG model does not respond to the needs and perspectives of victims or civil society; giving these groups more input would likely have produced a different strategy. Promoting participatory, democratic and non-commercial platform governance structures could open new possibilities to prevent hate speech and create a more equal, inclusive online public sphere.

Finally, social media are a distinctive information environment, and many changes could and should be made in platform regulation to tackle hate speech. However, interviewees emphasised that online hate speech should not be considered in isolation from broader social factors. On-platform solutions are important, but cannot replace law enforcement, social work and education programmes which address underlying discrimination and prejudice. The regulatory strategies discussed here would be most effective as part of a broader anti-discrimination programme encompassing these other policy fields.

b. Future research

This analysis has highlighted the flaws of the NetzDG model and suggested alternative strategies. However, many questions remain. What concrete design changes can different platforms make? What regulatory and governance structures could incentivise such changes? How can the perspectives of users, marginalised groups, and CSOs inform these strategies? These questions require further research in disciplines including human-computer interaction and communications studies as well as law, regulation and governance. Platforms and independent researchers should be systematically and transparently investigating potential interventions; external access to data is vital (Matias, 2016).
Future legal research could look to other fields to inform regulatory strategies. For example, Helberger (2020) suggests media law – which has long tried to steer a course between unaccountable private power and excessive state intervention – offers useful inspiration. Regulatory studies literature could illuminate how law influences platforms’ governance processes, and how procedural regulations could provide effective accountability (Gorwa, 2020).

In addition, more research is needed on the international implications of, and constraints on, such regulations. Moderation rules can easily be implemented in individual countries through geoblocking, but systemic design and governance changes have global ramifications – recently illustrated by changes several platforms introduced globally in response to the UK’s Age-Appropriate Design Code (Hern, 2021). Such regulations might face opposition from the US, home to most major platforms. Like NetzDG, they might inspire similar regulation by authoritarian countries, with severe consequences for free speech and media freedom. EU member state regulations might also risk incompatibility with the country-of-origin principle; harmonised EU-level reform would be more legally straightforward, though politically complex.

Finally, the DSA proposals incorporate various procedural obligations along the lines discussed here, but leave untouched the overall platform governance structure that Leerssen (2020, p50) characterises as ‘regulated oligopoly’. Further research is needed to investigate its likely impact on hate speech, discrimination and equality.

7. Conclusion

This paper aimed to evaluate how effectively the ‘NetzDG model’ of NSSR addresses online hate speech, through an empirically-informed analysis of the legal text and its regulatory strategy. It shows that NSSR which focuses on censoring narrowly-defined content categories fails to address the factors driving hate speech on social media, which include not only underlying social prejudices but also platforms’ technical features and the behaviours and interactions they encourage. The findings support calls by scholars like Helberger, Cobbe and Douek for more systemic approaches to social media governance, which challenge the power of commercial platforms.

Effective anti-hate speech regulations must address content governance holistically, rather than targeting individual posts, and ensure platforms’ opinion power is exercised in the public interest. In short, we need a new school of speech regulation: one which retains the triadic model
whereby states regulate how private intermediaries exercise their power over public discourse, but takes a broader view of what this power comprises. Power does not simply come from deciding what users can say: by controlling the availability of information and constructing the sociotechnical contexts of their interactions, platforms influence what people want to say or hear in the first place. Effective hate speech regulation must actively ensure that this power is exercised responsibly. Though NetzDG has been influential internationally, it is to be hoped that future regulations like the DSA will recognise its limitations and pursue a more radical regulatory strategy.
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## Appendix I:
List of Interviewees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Role/s</th>
<th>Interview date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Interviewee A | Board member of an association for feminist digital policy  
Responsible for gender equality and digital policy at a political foundation                                                                 | 23 March 2021   |
| Interviewee B | Complaints officer at a Beschwerdestelle run by a technology industry association                                                                                                                   | 19 March 2021   |
| Interviewee C | Board member of an association for feminist digital policy  
Deputy director of a research centre for technology and human rights  
Formerly worked for an anti-racist NGO and for a non-profit digital media foundation                                                   | 30 March 2021   |
| Interviewee D | Head of digital policy for an anti-racist NGO  
Journalist and editor focusing on racism and right-wing extremism                                                                              | 13 April 2021   |
| Interviewee E | Police officer  
Volunteer at an NGO which runs a Beschwerdestelle and campaigns against (especially homophobic) online hate speech                                                                               | 12 March 2021   |
| Interviewee F | Independent consultant focusing on online hate speech  
Project leader for an anti-hate speech campaign run by an association for diversity and equality in journalism                                  | 19 March 2021   |
| Interviewee G | Political scientist and policy researcher  
Advisor to multiple EU projects focusing on extremism and digital democracy                                                                         | 25 March 2021   |

All interviews were conducted in English, with the exception of Interviewee E, who was interviewed in German. Quotes from Interviewee E have been translated by the author.

Interviewees A-E were identified using the list of German anti-hate speech initiatives maintained by Das Nettz (n.d.). Interviewee F was suggested by a personal contact of the author and Interviewee G was suggested by Interviewee F.

---

14 A non-governmental organisation which provides an alternative channel for internet users to submit complaints about illegal content. The Beschwerdestelle then follows up with platforms, server operators etc. in order to get the content removed, and in some cases with the police. There are a number of such organisations operating in Germany.

15 Four platforms which are subject to NetzDG are members of the association in question.
Appendix II:
Standard Interview Questionnaire

- Could you tell me about your opinion of NetzDG generally and the position you would take towards the law?

- In your opinion, what have been the biggest effects of NetzDG since it came into force?
  - Has it affected the probability that people encounter hate speech on social media?
  - Has it affected the probability that people share hate speech on social media?

- In light of your experiences working in this area, how would you describe the experiences of people who are affected by online hate speech?
  - Have these experiences changed at all since NetzDG was introduced? If so, how?
  - How would you describe the experience of reporting hate speech to platforms under NetzDG?
  - How helpful do you think this reporting option is for victims?
  - Are there any improvements to this process you would recommend?

- In your opinion, how have the big social media platforms changed their practices since NetzDG was introduced? (If at all)

- Can you tell me about your opinion on the two reform proposals of NetzDG that were launched last year?

- What would be your most important recommendations for the federal government on how they could better address online hate speech? For platforms?
Appendix III:
Illegal Content

§1(3) NetzDG provides that:

‘Unlawful content shall be content within the meaning of §1(1) [content disseminated on social networks] which fulfils the requirements of the offences described in §§86, 86a, 89a, 91, 100a, 111, 126, 129 to 129b, 130, 131, 140, 166, 184b, 185 to 187, 201a, 241 or 269 of the Criminal Code and is not justified.’

As outlined in section 2(a), for the purposes of this paper, ‘hate speech’ is taken to describe any criminal speech act motivated by prejudice against one of the groups listed in the BKA’s definition of a hate crime. Any of these offences could therefore qualify as hate speech if committed with such motivations. However, some of the specified offences (e.g. §130, §201a, §241) are more common in the social media context, and more likely to be motivated by such prejudices, than others (e.g. §89a, §100a, §269).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>StGB provision</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>§86</td>
<td>Dissemination of propaganda material of unconstitutional organisations (e.g. banned political parties, Nazi propaganda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§86a</td>
<td>Use of symbols of unconstitutional organisations (e.g. flags, uniforms, slogans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§89a</td>
<td>Preparation of serious violent offences endangering the state (e.g. by instructing another person or receiving instruction in the use of firearms, explosives or other weapons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§91</td>
<td>Instructions for committing a serious violent offence endangering the state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§100a</td>
<td>Treasonous forgery (forgery which could deceive a foreign power such as to seriously damage Germany’s external security or foreign relations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§111</td>
<td>Public incitement to commit a crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§126</td>
<td>Disturbing the public peace by threatening to commit a crime (which must be a serious offence such as murder or grievous bodily harm) or by knowingly pretending that the commission of such a crime is imminent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§129</td>
<td>Forming a criminal organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§129a</td>
<td>Forming a terrorist organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§129b</td>
<td>[not an offence; specifies procedural rules relating to §§129 and 129a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§130</td>
<td>Incitement of the masses (this includes inciting hatred against a national, racial, religious or ethnic group; calls for violence against such a group; insults violating human dignity; dissemination of content inciting hatred or violence; denying the crimes of the Nazi regime; and glorification of Nazism)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§131</td>
<td>Depictions of violence (in a manner which glorifies or downplays the violence or otherwise violates human dignity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§140</td>
<td>Rewarding or publicly approving certain serious offences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§166</td>
<td>Revilement of religious faiths and religious and ideological communities (in a manner which could disturb the public peace)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§184b</td>
<td>Dissemination, procurement and possession of child sexual abuse material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§185</td>
<td>Insult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§186</td>
<td>Malicious gossip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§187</td>
<td>Defamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§201a</td>
<td>Violation of intimate privacy by taking photographs or other images</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16 BMJV official translation (BMJV, 2021).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>§241</th>
<th>Threatening to commit a serious criminal offence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>§269</td>
<td>Forgery of data of probative value (for the purposes of deception in legal commerce)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>